Special Meeting and Annual General Meeting
Minutes
Monday 25 November, 2019
Meeting opened at 7.30pm
Weston Hall Lounge
20 Main Street
Weston
Oamaru
Item
1

Description
Welcome and Introduction
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Peter Mitchell, NOSLaM Chair gave a welcome and advised that the minutes of
the 2018 AGM had been circulated to all attendees prior to the meeting.
The Chair gave a special welcome to Otago Regional Councillors, Kevin Malcolm
and Andrew Noone.

Apologies
Ronlyn Duncan, Brian Kerrin, Laura Lake, Michael Laws, Jane Matchett, Snow Newlands,
Tom Orchison, Ann Roughan, Nic Ruddenklau, Craig Simpson, Lucy Summers, Jess
Turnbull, Dougal Turnbull, Robyn Wells, Nick Webster, Paul Gou, Bill Malcolm
Moved Callum Kingan/Megan Rowland
Present
See Schedule 1 attached.
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The Chair Opened the NOSLaM Special Meeting
‘To Adopt the motion made last year to the NOSLaM constitution’ – this rule change
Addition to the Rule 24, Point 24.1:
“…and provided that no addition to or alteration of the non-profit aims, personal benefit
clause or the winding up
clause shall be made which affect the tax exemption status.
The provisions and effect of this clause shall not be removed from this document and
shall be included and
implied into any document replacing this document”.
Moved Callum Kingan/ Gareth Isbister
Special Meeting Closed
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The 2019 AGM of NOSLaM was Opened
Chairpersons Report – Peter Mitchell
I am pleased to present to you this report for 2018/19. 2019 has been an interesting
year with a lot of political distraction, namely ETS and freshwater reforms being
reviewed, all bringing a lot of uncertainty to the direction of farming (if you chose to let
it).
The reality is that in 100 years’ time we will still be on the path of food production, just
the angle of that path will slightly different, and this is probably no different to the
previous 100 years. That being said, the production of food is becoming increasingly
more technical so the value of NOSLaM continues to grow.
You will see in Rob and Janes reports that NOSLaM has had plenty happening over the
last 12 months. For me some of the highlights have been speaking to various interest
groups explaining what NOSLaM is doing and how this is influencing management
change and out lining some of the technology being employed in the production of food.
The feedback from these as been very positive. Continuing to build relationships with
local schools and assisting with education programmes, Enviro Folder launched - to help
farmers with compliance, A very well attended and worthwhile winter grazing workshop
and also a contractors and agronomists workshop to highlight the environmental
considerations farmers need to be aware of Pod group discussions and farm walks
looking at Critical Source areas.
A visit from the ORC executive team to North Otago And the Waiareka Phosphorus
Study It is also great that there is an increasing number of farmers getting involved with
NOSLaM and fortunately we have great committee members and other emerging
farmer leaders who volunteer their time and get on with the job and work with Rob and
Bridget and make things happen.
My thanks to Rob and Bridget and all those who volunteer their time. What NOSLaM is
doing is time consuming and its always easier when the workload is shared. Key to
NOSLaMs longevity and the ability to meet our vision of an environment that we are
proud of, a vibrant community and strong agriculture in North Otago, it is vital that
there is a funding model that allows this to happen, as relying solely on volunteers
doesn’t provide consistent momentum.
A balance of both is what is required - so there is skin in the game from all parties. As a
community we are grateful for the funding and support from the Otago Regional
Council, North Otago Irrigation Company the Waitaki District Council and McKenzie Co
Accountants. It is also good to have the local support of Jason Evered – ORC’s Rural
Liaison and Support Advisor for North Otago and North Otago Irrigation Companys
Environmental Manager - Emily Anderson. Finally we look forward to next year and
shortly Lyndon Strang will present the planned activity for 2020.
Moved Lyndon Strang/ Greg Ruddenklau
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Treasurers Report – Jane Smith
The last 12 months of NOSlaM activities have cemented in my mind just how crucial it is
to have a structured Catchment Group framework in North Otago. The tsunami of

changes upon us in the water and land management space has been in recent times
somewhat overwhelming for our farmers, our industry bodies and our rural
communities.
A number of farmers have approached both myself and other fellow NOSlaM members
to relay to us just how thankful they are that some 8 years ago that NOSlaM was
reignited in order to put proactively put some ‘sense and sensibility’ into defining North
Otago’s stance in environmental land and water management.
The strength of the NOSLaM coordinator role continues to grow in value. We need to
remember that every hour that Rob puts in, is coupled with at least the equivalent in
voluntary time from our committee and wider members. Thank you to Bridget McNally
for recently coming on board in a part time capacity to coordinate the engagement and
wider stakeholder space for NOSLaM.
This now allows Rob to concentrate on that ever important practice change area of
NOSLaM, focusing his time in farmer-facing POD group activities and through Bridget,
ensuring that we are working with the wider community including school groups to
communicate our message. Key Summary of Financials for the Year ended 30th June
2019: A crucial focus for me as treasurer is to ensure that we don’t become like a
government department i.e Admin heavy and Action light by spending more time
reporting what we are doing rather than doing it.
Thank you to Rob and latterly Bridget, for ensuring efficiency in reporting and admin and
being out there alongside farmers and stakeholders, making a difference. Key areas of
expenditure in the year ended 31st June 2019:  Wages – 72% of budget was spent 
Pod Group interaction – 81% of budget was spent  Communications – 97% of Budget
was spent  Riparian Projects and Management – 92 % of Budget was spent However,
this is not the most effective way of reporting as for me the focus isn’t the percentage of
budget that has been spent, but the activity in each area and the practice changes that
are being made.
Our quarterly activity reports are a good conduit for assessing this progress. We are
pleased with our investment in the NOSlaM website and thank Amy Francis for her time
and expertise in working alongside Rob and Bridget in this. Social media interest
continues to grow and will be a key conduit for communication going forward. Over the
past 4 months, activity in all areas has ramped up considerably, with recent initiatives
sitting in the new 2019/2020 financial year (such as the Friston Project contracted to
consultant Kate Macgregor, the new Stakeholder role and increased POD activity).
Thank you to our funding partners, North Otago Irrigation Company, Otago Regional
Council, Waitaki District Council and our administrative partner McKenzie + Co.
The strength of our partner support is much wider than their funding – it is the
engagement and drive of everyone working together that will drive practice change
forward. Given the challenges that our region will face from the regulatory policy over
the next 12 – 24 months, this united front is essential for North Otago.
Moved Daniel Isbister/ Jo Hay
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Questions to Office Holders
No questions tabled from the floor
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Acceptance of Chairpersons Report as the Annual Report
Moved Lyndon Strang/ Greg Ruddenklau
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Acceptance of Financial Statements
Moved Daniel Isbister/ Jo Hay
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Appointment of Auditor / Examiner
Discussion was held and attendees agreed that it would be prudent to appoint an
examiner to examine the financial accounts and related paperwork for NOSLaM in the
2019/2020 Year, to ensure clarity for all funding partners, members and the committee.
Action – Treasurer to work with NOSLaM’s Financial Advisor Fraser McKenzie to source
an independent examiner prior to the 2020 NOSLaM AGM.
Moved : Lyndon Strang/ Jason Evered
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Activity Overview – Rob McTague
Rob McTague gave the meeting an overview of the key activity which had taken place in
each of NOSLaM’s 3 x strategy pillars.
(A ) Connectivity:
• Kakanui Planting
Cant Road Planting
• Waiareka Catchment Planting project
• Biodiversity
• Beautification
• CSA Mitigation
• Development Team for succession planning
• AgResearch Water Forum – Lyndon Strang
• Engagement Officer
• Waitaki Girls High School
 Otago Catchment Group Meeting
• Contractors / Agronomists Workshop
• Spoke to U3A Group
• Beef & Lamb Video
• Newsletter
• Website / Social Media
• Newspaper Articles
(B) On Farm Change
• GIS project being developed
• DairyNZ / Fonterra undertaking 3 x GMP case studies

• Winter Grazing Workshop
• Farm Walks
• Battersby Pod water testing program
• Friston Pod – focus = GMP – Farm walks
• Kakanui River Pod – Established Nov 2019
• Enviro Folder launched
• Farm Walk Check Sheet
• On Farm Action Worksheet
• Tips for Winter Grazing Planner
• GMP Guide
(C ) Science and Monitoring
 Waiareka Phosphorus Study- Funded by NOIC
• ORC ended their 2 x year x 17 site water quality testing program – only have 4 x SOE
sites now
• Kakanui at Clifton Falls
• Kakanui at McCones
• Kauru at Ewings
• Waiareka at Taipo Road
• NOIC continue to test their sites
• Battersby Pod started 12 month water sampling program
• Plant & Food Research Meeting – alternative land uses
• Water Quality Workshops – WIC
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Planned Activity for 2020 – Lyndon Strang
Lyndon Strang gave the meeting an overview of the key activity planned in each of
NOSLaM’s 3 x strategy pillars.
(A)Connectivity:
• Develop wider community relationships
• Schools
• Community Projects – A2O, Clifton Falls, Kakanui Estuary
• Streamline farmer comms
( B) On Farm Change:
• Continue distribution of Enviro Folders
• Undertake regular 1 : 1 / 1 : Many Farm Walks
• Targeted Workshops with Industry Specialists
(DairyNZ, B&LNZ, NOIC, Fonterra, Ravensdown, Balance, Consultants etc)
• Critical Source areas - Sediment Traps / Catchment Dams
• Soil Management
• Riparian Management
• Erosion Control
• Sedimentation / Irrigation Runoff
(C) Science and Monitoring:
• GIS Functioning
• DairyNZ low N farming in the Kakanui Valley
• Alternate land use research

(D) Strategy Refresh:
• Support our farmers as they adjust to the changes that are coming from Central and
Regional Government
• Changing fresh water requirements
• Consent requirements
• Green House Gasses
• ‘Team Ag’ North Otago
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Election of Committee
All current committee members offer themselves for re-election.
 Peter Mitchell
 Jane Smith
 Lyndon Strang
 Callum Kingan
 Rhys Hamilton

No other nominations received, hence all standing members duly elected.
Moved: Mick O’Neill/ Jason Evered
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General Business
No General Business Tabled or proposed from the floor
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Guest Speaker: Dr Sarah Mager (University of Otago)
Subject: Update on the Waiareka Phosphorus Study
Dr Sarah Mager presented the preliminary findings of her research study commissioned
by NOSLaM into the Waiareka catchment’s natural phosphorous levels. Water and soil
samples have been taken from across the catchment to see if organic or inorganic
phosphorous deposits in the riverbed and banks were potential sources of the
phosphorous in the water.
Dr Mager said her study showed phosphorous “hot spots” in the Waiareka catchment
and that the fluctuations indicate likely variability. From Enfield down, the concentration
of phosphorous down the main stream keeps going up. Nitrogen, on the other hand, is
going the exact opposite way which, in her opinion, means it is something other than
management and practice. She said that it aligned with the different morphology and
volcanic rocks in the region and that some of the soils on top of the rocks were also high
in phosphorous. She believed the sediment samples which contained 10% to 20% soil
could have arrived there through flooding. Areas with riparian planting will help keep
sediment out of the water. Dr Mager said she believed the high phosphorous levels to
be a combination of things... there are some naturally phosphorous rich soils in parts of
the catchment which, if they are getting into the waterway are contributing to the
problem. Quarries are producing sediment too. While there is not a lot of phosphorous
in that sediment, phosphorous from other sources will bind to it chemically as it travels
overland.
Dr Mager said that while the research is not yet complete, she believed the solution
could lie in some of the initiatives already in use by NOSLaM. Where there is critical
source area protection, riparian planting and slightly wider stock exclusion zones, there
is less phosphorous and better water quality.
Dr Mager and her team will be visiting the catchment again to take more samples. They
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will be using swatches of artificial turf anchored to the riverbed to collect sediment that
will show the composition of “contemporary” material. The samples will be taken both
in summer and winter to see if irrigation runoff and fodder grazing are contributing
factors.
(Taken from Sally Brookers article published in Central Rural Life; Date: Dec 4, 2019.)
Guest Speaker: Cr Kevin Malcolm (Waitaki Rep – ORC)
Subject: What ORC’s expectations are of / from central government for the next 3 years
and what it means for you as farmers in practical terms.







Many new Councillors around the table
Catchment Groups crucially important going forward
Science and monitoring driven – work with local communities from the ground
up to achieve solutions that will make a positive change in the community
without being detrimental to the social/economic status of each district.
Very keen to work closely with NOSLaM
A key area of work will be the definition of Freshwater Management Units
Thank you for your time and interest in ORC activities

Questions were taken from Bruce McNab and Lyndon Strang – Answered by Cr Kevin
Malcolm and Cr Andrew Noone.
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Meeting closed 9.15 pm

